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**INTELLECTUAL ARCHETYPE ARE YOU?**

**PHILOSOPHER**
Methodical in both thought and action. You are passionate about the study of a particular religion.

**SEEKER**
On the path to womanhood. As happy listening as talking, you are open-minded and always up for an intelligent conversation.

**CRONE**
The wise woman who hands down information to younger women.

**SAGE**
A wise soul that imparts information acquired only with time and experience.

**ALCHEMIST**
You are a modern day alchemist that converts matter into energy or energy into matter. You are methodical in both thought and action.

**THEOLOGIAN**
You are on a pursuit to better understand the meaning of life.

**JUDGE**
You excel at mediation, arbitration and cutting through to the heart of an issue.

**JASON**
You are a modern day alchemist that converts matter into energy or energy into matter. You are methodical in both thought and action.

**CRONE**
The wise woman who hands down information to younger women.

**SAGE**
A wise soul that imparts information acquired only with time and experience.

**THEOLOGIAN**
You are on a pursuit to better understand the meaning of life.

**JUDGE**
You excel at mediation, arbitration and cutting through to the heart of an issue.

**ALCHEMIST**
You are a modern day alchemist that converts matter into energy or energy into matter. You are methodical in both thought and action.

**PHILOSOPHER**
Methodical in both thought and action. You are passionate about the study of a particular religion.

**SEEKER**
On the path to womanhood. As happy listening as talking, you are open-minded and always up for an intelligent conversation.

**CRONE**
The wise woman who hands down information to younger women.

**SAGE**
A wise soul that imparts information acquired only with time and experience.

**THEOLOGIAN**
You are on a pursuit to better understand the meaning of life.

**JUDGE**
You excel at mediation, arbitration and cutting through to the heart of an issue.

**ALCHEMIST**
You are a modern day alchemist that converts matter into energy or energy into matter. You are methodical in both thought and action.

**PHILOSOPHER**
Methodical in both thought and action. You are passionate about the study of a particular religion.

**SEEKER**
On the path to womanhood. As happy listening as talking, you are open-minded and always up for an intelligent conversation.

**CRONE**
The wise woman who hands down information to younger women.

**SAGE**
A wise soul that imparts information acquired only with time and experience.

**THEOLOGIAN**
You are on a pursuit to better understand the meaning of life.

**JUDGE**
You excel at mediation, arbitration and cutting through to the heart of an issue.

**ALCHEMIST**
You are a modern day alchemist that converts matter into energy or energy into matter. You are methodical in both thought and action.

**PHILOSOPHER**
Methodical in both thought and action. You are passionate about the study of a particular religion.